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Abstract

The problem of scheduling parallel applications on Grids is notoriously difficult: schedulers must consider the
heterogeneity of involved resources and management systems, and they often require the users to provide information
about the expected application behavior. We suggest that increasingly popular structured programming approaches,
using components with well-defined semantics, facilitate a more efficient and user-transparent scheduling. We illus-
trate our approach to scheduling using HOCs (Higher-Order Components) that capture typical patterns of parallelism
(Farm-HOC, Pipeline-HOC, etc.) and come as Web Services with pre-packaged implementation and middleware
setup. We take a particular Grid scheduler, KOALA, and enhance it for Grid applications built of HOCs: we propose
and implement a novel scheduling algorithm that optimizes communications in such structured applications. We re-
port experimental results of running our scheduler on the DAS-2 Grid testbed combining over 200 nodes at five sites
in the Netherlands.

1 Introduction
Grid technologies provide a means for harnessing the computational and storage power of widely distributed col-
lections of computers. Grid computing has emerged as an important new field, distinguished from conventional
distributed computing by its focus on large-scale resource sharing, innovative applications, and, in some cases, high-
performance orientation.

While Grid infrastructures have become almost commonplace, the performance and the automation of Grid re-
source management tools are far from ubiquitous because of the complexity of the workloads that occur in prac-
tice [21, 26, 8] and the impossibility of tight control over physical resources at the Grid level. Running applications
efficiently in such environments is often a challenging problem due to the scale and heterogeneity of Grids [10, 14].

The fundamental scheduling operation of mapping application components to Grid resources is complicated and
usually requires specific knowledge about the application being scheduled [3]. The frequency of communication and
the amount of data being communicated matter strongly. Since the communication behavior of an arbitrary application
cannot be foreseen during the setup of the runtime platform, it is typically the task of the application developer or end
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user to provide information about the application’s performance model [7] and additionally to specify the application’s
resource requirements.

Grid applications are rarely developed from scratch: because of their complexity and scale, they increasingly rely
on pre-packaged pieces of software which are called components, modules, templates, etc. in different approaches.
While providing more structure and reuse in the application development process, such approaches require a change
of focus for scheduling: it becomes mandatory to explore new solutions for mapping both single components and their
compositions to available Grid resources. One concept for the component-based development of Grid applications
is given by the Higher-Order Components (HOCs) [15] programming model, which is an extension of the skeleton
approach to parallel programming [6]. Skeletons are reusable implementations of parallel computing schemata, and
HOCs make skeletons accessible in a Grid environment via Web Services [17] that abstract over the technical features
of the particular runtime platform.

In this paper, we study the task of scheduling HOC-based Grid applications. HOCs play for us the role of an
exemplary structured approach, as a step on the way towards our ultimate goal: to develop general scheduling tech-
niques, which would be useful in a broader context of Grid applications based on reusable pieces of software. Thus,
we explore the problem of optimally scheduling HOC-based applications in particular and any structured parallel ap-
plication in general in large-scale distributed environments. In addition to efficiency, another aim of our scheduling
approach is user-transparency: the user should be freed from the task of building a detailed performance model for the
application to be scheduled.

The main contributions of this paper are, first, the identification of the key functionalities of a scheduling infrastruc-
ture adequate for the requirements of Grid applications built of reusable components; second, the integration of these
functionalities and their implementation in the KOALA scheduling system [21]; third, a novel scheduling algorithm
that provides an optimal mapping (under the considered communication cost function) for HOC-based applications
to available Grid resources; and fourth, the simulation and experimental results that demonstrate the efficiency of our
approach to the scheduling of structured parallel applications.

2 The Problem Context
In this section, we describe the general context in which our approach to the user-transparent scheduling of HOC-based
applications [15] on Grids is developed. We first introduce the HOC concept for Grid application programming and
then describe the KOALA Grid scheduler.

2.1 The HOC Class of Structured Parallel Applications
Higher-Order Components (HOCs) [15] provide Grid users with high-level programming constructs, pre-packaged
with (parallel) implementations and the required middleware configuration files. Each HOC implements a generic
pattern of parallel behavior with a specific communication structure. A HOC can be customized for a particular
application by providing it with arguments which may be both data and application-specific code. HOCs were given
their name (Higher-Order Components) because of their code parameters, in analogy with higher-order functions
which accept functions as arguments. HOCs are made accessible to the Grid user via specialized Web Services.

Figure 1: Examples of Communication Structures in HOCs

Currently there are three different HOCs available, Farm-HOC [15], Pipeline-HOC [11] and Wavefront-HOC [12]
(see Fig. 1). The Farm-HOC is used for running ”embarrassingly parallel” applications without dependencies between
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tasks. Even though there are several possibilities for implementing the farm pattern executed by the Farm-HOC, all
implementations have in common the existence of a Master process that partitions data; the parts are then processed in
parallel using multiple Worker processes. In contrast, in the Pipeline-HOC, all inputs pass through each pipeline stage
in the same order, while the parallelism is achieved by overlapping the processing of several input instances. The third
component considered in this paper, the Wavefront-HOC, implies a set of computations advancing as a hyperplane in
a multidimensional variable space, called diagonal sweep wavefront in the two-dimensional case.

Practically, every HOC has some inherent communication properties which are preserved for any application where
this HOC is used. In the Pipeline-HOC, e. g. , only successive stages communicate, while in the Farm-HOC, only the
master communicates with all workers.

2.2 Grid Scheduling Infrastructure
The scheduling technologies used in this work are the Sun Grid Engine (SGE) [4] and KOALA [21]. KOALA has
been designed and implemented by the PDS group in Delft in the context of the Virtual Lab for e-Science (VL-e) [16]
project. The main feature of KOALA is its support for co-allocation; that is, the simultaneous allocation of resources in
multiple clusters comprising a Grid to a single application consisting of multiple stages. Currently, KOALA supports
processor and memory co-allocation and makes use of the SGE local resource managers.

In the KOALA infrastructure, every host used for submitting jobs has at least one KOALA runner tool in operation,
while one centralized Grid host runs the KOALA engine. All runners communicate with the engine via a proprietary
light-weight protocol based on exchanging two distinct types of messages (requests and answers). Applications
are executed by submitting single-CPU jobs (e. g. , a code parameter of a HOC, such as a pipeline stage) to the runners
which handle the reservations of resources. The runners use Globus as the middleware platform and take as their input
partially filled-in job descriptions in the Globus-typical Resource Specification Language (RSL) format, without the
resource manager contact string specified [25]. This RSL-document is passed to the KOALA engine which
selects the appropriate execution sites, based on previously gathered monitoring information (collected using Globus
MDS). Once the KOALA engine has completed the RSL documents, they are sent back to the execution sites which
trigger the execution of the application on the Grid (i. e. , on the Grid nodes belonging to one site) using the Globus
Resource Allocation Manager (GRAM) [25].

KOALA provides different kinds of runners, specialized for different types of applications:

• The KRunner is the most basic KOALA runner, used for executing standard GRAM jobs, i. e. , programs
directly executable upon UNIX.

• The DRunner is used for starting multiple jobs (managed using DUROC [24] in Globus) that communicate via
MPI and require an appropriate runtime environment.

• The GRunner is used for scheduling Ibis jobs [27].

KOALA makes use of the Close-to-File policy (CF) or the Incremental Claiming policy (IC) for scheduling jobs.
Under CF, execution nodes are chosen depending on the estimated time of transferring the input files to the nodes,
while under IC, the execution nodes are selected at runtime [21].

Our contribution in this paper is a new runner for KOALA, which we call MDRunner and which extends the DRun-
ner by a new communication and input file-aware strategy for scheduling HOC-based applications. HOC applications
using the MDRunner benefit from enhanced data processing capabilities at the execution sites and from an advanced
submission management, provided by the KOALA engine.

3 HOC Scheduling Requirements
The purpose of this section is to identify the key functionalities generally required by any scheduling infrastructure,
and by KOALA in particular, for an automated mapping of structured parallel components to available Grid resources.
Applications using structured components have well-defined requirements in terms of data distribution and communi-
cation schemata; i. e. , which data is sent, when, and to how many processors, is completely determined by the HOC
and does not depend on the particular application where that HOC is used. In any application of the Farm-HOC, e. g. ,
it is the master that sends all data.
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By exploiting the information hidden in the components’ parallelism structure, communication times among dis-
tributed components, as well as resource occupancy times can be decreased, thus minimizing the overall wall-clock
execution time of applications. Structured programming components like HOCs help detecting the most busy commu-
nication links in an application easily. The decreasing of communication time is achieved by mapping busy links to
better connected nodes whenever possible. Independently of the frequency of a communication, the sending of bulky
data over distant connections should be avoided. These problems concern every single execution site manager (the
KOALA runners).

3.1 Key Scheduling Functionalities for HOCs
Various requirements emerge when considering the scheduling of any application in large and distributed systems.
The scheduler objectives are composed of synchronized resource reservations, bandwidth allocations and/or execution
deadlines at various application stages. Thus, we are interested in identifying the lacking functionalities of the existing
tools [21, 22] for user-transparent structured parallel application scheduling [8, 7]. Tonellotto et al. [26] identify a
detailed list of core functions that need to be addressed when building a scheduling infrastructure. Some of these
functionalities are: naming, search, monitoring, forecasting, reservation, negotiation, execution, translation, etc.

We argue that a Grid scheduler enabling the user-transparent scheduling of applications must fulfill at least the
following four main functionalities [8, 7]:

• Automated requirements translation consists in identifying the performance model of a parallel application
in an automated way. Sometimes, applications require complex configurations (CPUs, disk, network or higher
level utilities), but we would like to free the end users from explicitly specifying these requirements. In the
case of HOC-based applications, application requirements are directly extracted from the parallelism schema
implemented by the type of HOC being used, which is known, once a HOC is selected and before data processing
starts and the jobs must be submitted by the scheduler [8, 10, 7]. One such requirement, which emerges, e. g. ,
in applications using the Pipeline-HOC with frequent communication among stages, is a minimum amount of
MB/s bandwidth.

• Mapping of application stages to resources is the finding of the optimal resources for each application stage
in order to both enable execution and achieve best performance. When the resources are clusters, one of the
most popular examples for making such matches is the Condor resource manager [19]. In Grid environments,
serving simultaneous requests that compete for the available resources is especially difficult. A Grid scheduler
must handle the assignment of jobs to resources in a way that maximizes the delivered ’utility’ (for example,
throughput) and it must meet the resource providers’ rules and objectives [8].

• Resource reservation is the step in which the actual physical resources are reserved prior to application ex-
ecution. Because multiple resources are involved in complex requests, a request coordination mechanism is
required for the resource acquisition [21]. This mechanism must take into account that resources may belong to
multiple administrative domains [8, 23].

• Agreement violation handling addresses the challenging problem arising in large and distributed systems
where resources may be shut down during a job execution, be improperly setup or simply fail to execute a
job. This problem is addressed by providing multiple alternative policies which can be employed to fulfill user
objectives in a transparent manner when violations occur.

After identifying the four functionalities above, let us focus on how they can be implemented. We continue
by proposing a generic three layer scheduling infrastructure that addresses all of the four scheduling functionalities
in a user-transparent manner. Next, we describe our implementation in the specific context of the KOALA Grid
scheduler [21].

3.2 Scheduling Layers
One can imagine a monolithic Grid scheduler that provides the above four functionalities. However, we suggest that
a layered solution is a better approach, because it provides the advantage of plugging in already existing solutions for
one functionality or another, and also because of its flexibility in addressing various classes of parallel applications. In
our concrete case, using the communication semantics of HOCs, we propose a three-layer scheduling infrastructure for
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addressing the identified functionalities. We consider three to be the minimal number of layers in terms of addressing
the above functionalities while also maintaining an adequate decoupling of them. The layers can be implemented
using any existing scheduling infrastructure that addresses the resource management and monitoring.

We propose the following three layers (see Fig. 2):

• Translation layer is introduced due to our aim for transparency in this work. It maps the user’s selection of a
component to an associated performance model and passes a description of this model, including the involved
processes, the tasks being assigned to them and, potentially, dependencies among these tasks, further to the other
scheduling layers. Thus, users only chose HOCs and are freed from describing performance models themselves.

• Mapping and Observation layer keeps track of the allocated resource status and application stages’ progress
and takes action whenever an agreement violation occurs and additional resources are needed. Violation of
user-specified agreements may lead to a re-mapping of application components, which is triggered in this layer.

• Resource management layer, based on the previous model identification, acquires and aggregates adequate
resources to fulfill user objectives (reservation). Practically, whenever the scheduler has a choice, it will select
processors that best match the application communication pattern, with respect to the processor interconnections.

Figure 2: The Three-Layer User-Transparent Scheduling Infrastructure

We argue that our layered scheduling approach is not limited to HOCs only, but suitable for enabling user-
transparent scheduling in any structured parallel application built upon software stages with well-defined semantics.

4 Illustrating the Key Functionalities for the Case of Scheduling HOCs by
means of KOALA

In this section, we enhance the KOALA Grid scheduler. Two of the functionalities outlined in Section III. A are already
addressed via KOALA’s parallel application and co-allocation facilities [21]: the mapping of application stages to
resources and the resource reservation. The missing functionalities are the automated requirements translation and a
HOC-aware scheduling policy for handling agreement violations. In order to illustrate these functionalities in practice
and provide the reader with an intuitive understanding, we analyze a concrete case study for scheduling a HOC-based
application.

4.1 HOCs Integration with the KOALA Grid Scheduler
As an example, we consider an image processing application using the MPI-based HOC [11]. In this example, the role
of HOCs is to abstract over the Globus-managed resources [17] and the MPI processes running on these resources,
such that the client application only has to issue a Web Service request to run the application.

Fig. 3 outlines the relation among clients, Web Services, HOCs, the KOALA engine and the MDRunner which we
specifically developed for scheduling HOC-based applications. In the figure, Client 1 contacts Web Service 1 which
makes use of the MPI-based Pipeline-HOC. In [11], it was shown that a gateway between the Web Service and the
MPI-environment can be built by issuing an mpi-run command from inside a HOC. In the KOALA infrastructure,
instead of mpi-run, the MDRunner is invoked. This allows the Pipeline-HOC to submit single stages separately and
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have them scheduled dynamically, while in [11], the target nodes were statically assigned in a fixed part of the HOC
configuration. Client 2 runs a different application, based on the Wavefront-HOC [12], which does not use MPI. As
can be seen in the figure, the MDRunner is also used for scheduling this application which is fully written in Java.
A special feature of the MDRunner is that it can apply its scheduling policies not only to MPI-programs, but also
to programs that would have used any of the more basic runners, such as the KRunner, if the MDRunner was not
available. In Fig. 3 Execution Site 1 runs stages of a pipeline on top of an MPI environment, which is managed by the
Globus Dynamically-Updated Request Online Coallocator (DUROC) [24]. When only Java is used, as it is the case
for the Wavefront-HOC, the MDRunner executes the application together with the required virtual machine on a site,
which runs SGE [4] as its Local Scheduler.

The necessary scheduling arrangements consist in resource reservation, the mapping of HOCs to resources, the
submission of jobs (i. e. , the transfer of the application data to be processed), the tracking of the execution and job
re-submissions, in case of agreements violations.

To enable the scheduling of HOCs, we have developed the MDRunner (Modified DUROC Runner). The MDRun-
ner internally maintains a list which holds a communication model for each HOC. From the KOALA engine, the
runner gets the list of available sites and monitoring information about these sites. To this information, the MDRunner
applies the BWCF algorithm described next. We envisage that in the future the algorithm may be migrated to the
engine itself, such that the MDRunner only needs to download the list of sites to where the application is actually
being dispatched.

In our architecture, the scheduling responsibilities are distributed as follows:

• HOCs provide a high-level interface to the clients, allowing to compose applications in terms of schemata such
as a Wavefront-HOC or Pipeline-HOC, without exposing the user to any of the technical details related to
running such schemata on the Grid.

• The MDRunnermaps the type of HOC being used to a performance model from its internal list. For our example
application from [11], this model requires the reservation of an MPI-environment, wherein each process runs one
pipeline stage. The MDRunner translates these requirements into a lower-level job specification (in the Globus
RSL format). When input, consisting solely in data, is submitted to a HOC via its Web Service interface, the
MDRunner combines this data with the job specification. The result is a full job description in RSL, which is
valid for using Globus GRAM to submit the described job to one of the remotely located execution sites.

• The KOALA engine performs the resource acquisition and aggregation functions; i. e. , the assignment of target
nodes is handled by one centralized module, while distinct KOALA runners are provided for every HOC.

• The MDRunner and the KOALA engine share the functionality of monitoring the application progress and the
preserving of application-specific constraints, e. g. , time limits to be met.

Figure 3: HOC-based Applications Integration within the KOALA Scheduler

4.2 A HOC-Aware Scheduling Strategy
The close-to-file policy (CF) [21], as implemented in KOALA, reduces the costs associated with transferring the in-
put/output files needed for running an application. But CF does not take into account the communication requirements
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implied by a distributed parallel application. One of the obstacles concerning a communication-aware scheduling
strategy is the difficulty of predicting the communication behavior of an application before it is executed. In our im-
plementation, the MDRunner uses the algorithm introduced in the following, which combines the close-to-file policy
with communication cost awareness. Our algorithm, which we call BWCF (for BandWidth-aware and Close-to-File
scheduling), is based on the KOALA CF [21], while it also incorporates a communication cost function. The main
advantage of our BWCF algorithm, as compared to KOALA’s greedy CF algorithm, is that we can provide an optimal
mapping for applications with inter-process communication.

The cost function considered in this work weighs remote communications with three times the costs of a local
communication (Worst Fit Policy) [18]:

Cost(j) = 1 ∗ ICLj + 3 ∗ RCLj (1)

where ICLj represents the number of intra-cluster links a component j has and RCLj represents the number of
inter-cluster links the same component j has. Under this cost policy, a site Nj is selected for executing the component
j iff it provides the minimal communication cost between component j and all its peers. For identifying the overall
application communication cost of an application, where several alternatives are possible at each step, we employed
the shortest-path approach described in [5].

In the general case, the complexity increases with the number of communication links per stage. In the worst case
(each stage exchanges messages with all the others, which implies n-1 links for each stage), the complexity of BWCF
is O(n2

∗ N) due to line 15. The complexity of the BWCF algorithm depends though on the type of HOC being used
and the number of available execution sites. For the Pipeline-HOC, it is O(n ∗ N) for a number of HOC instances n

scheduled on a number of available sites N .

Algorithm BWCF (J [n], S[N ])
/* n - the number of job stages; N - the number of sites */
/* J [n] - the application stages; S[N ] - the list of sites */

1. order job stages according to their dependencies

/* Build the set of mappings for the 1st stage */

2. S1 = set of potential execution sites for the first stage

3. if (S1 6= Ø) then

4. for each (E ∈ S1) do

5. estimate the file transfer cost TFE

6. Q1.add (E, (-1, TFE))

7. else

8. return mapping failure (no available execution sites)

/* Build the set of mappings for the jth stage */

9. for each (job stage j from 2 to n) do

10. Sj = set of potential execution sites

11. if (Sj 6= Ø) then

12. for each (E ∈ Sj) do

13. estimate file transfer TF(E) cost

14. for each (F ∈ elements (Qj−1)) do

/* Estimate communication cost */

15. TC(F,E) = Cost(E, AL(Qj−1(F )))

16. if TF(F,E) + TCInput,E + Qj−1[F ] < C then

17. x = E and Fx = F

18. C = TF(F,E) + TCI,E + Qj−1[F ])
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19. Qj .add (x, (Fx, C))

20. else
21. return mapping failure (no available execution sites)

/* Extract the final HOC application mapping */

22. for i = n downto 1 do
23. Ni = E such that MIN(Qj [F ]) and F = Qi[E]

4.3 Proving the Optimality of BWCF Algorithm
While the BWCF algorithm tries all possibilities in each step and selects the most appropriate one in terms of the cost
function, it remains to prove the optimality of the obtained solution. We conduct the proof by contradiction. Let us
assume that a better solution exists. Such a solution must have a lower overall communication cost, Cm, while the
algorithm solution is Co > Cm. This assumption implies that there is a step j in the algorithm such that Co1−>j +
Coj−>n > Cm1−>j + Cmj−>n, which also implies Co1−>n−1 + Con−1−>n > Cm1−>n−1 + Cmn−1−>n, where
the notation Ci−>j means the cost of mapping application stages i .. j. However, this assumption is in contradiction
with line 16 of the algorithm that a minimal cost is selected. Thus, the assumption that there is a smaller cost is false
and so is the assumption of a lower communication cost. Jones et al. [18] conclude that it is challenging to devise a
scheduling function when no a priori knowledge about a job’s communication is available. The function used for this
work ensures that the minimal number of inter-cluster communication links are introduced when mapping a job to a
set of Grid resources. A detailed analysis of cost functions that ensure the optimal execution is beyond the scope of
this paper.

5 Experimental Results
The Grid testbed used in our work is the DAS-2 [13] environment, a wide-area distributed system consisting of 200
Dual Pentium-III computer nodes. The environment is built out of clusters of workstations which are interconnected
by SurfNet, the Dutch university Internet backbone for wide-area communication, whereas Myrinet, a popular multi-
Gigabit LAN, is used for intra-cluster communication. The clusters are located at five Dutch Universities and from
this point of view it can be considered as an experimental Grid system operating in the Netherlands.

To quantify the achievement of our proposed enhancements to the KOALA scheduler for HOC-based applications,
we measure the improvements in resource utilization and application response time by means of simulations. Second,
we show that we are able to successfully schedule HOC-based applications on the DAS-2 by means of KOALA
in a transparent way for the end user, as well as the performance improvements achieved by means of our BWCF
scheduling algorithm.

The experiments were performed by means of synthetic applications that performed computations and communi-
cations according to the three patterns presented in Fig. 1.

5.1 HOC Scheduling Simulation Results
For the simulation studies, we take each of the currently available HOC implementations (Farm-HOC, Pipeline-HOC
and Wavefront-HOC) and schedule it by means of four main policies: round-robin (RR - select sites circularly) as-
signment, close-to-file (CF) assignment, bandwidth-aware (BW) assignment and bandwidth-aware and close-to-file
(BWCF) assignment. The results are presented in Figures 4(b), 4(c) and 4(d).

The simulations were performed by means of the GangSim simulator [9], a custom simulator for Grid scheduling
studies. As workloads, we considered synthetic HOC applications running on a Grid composed of 20 sites and with
the HOC-typical communication behavior specified via input/output file dependencies.

For each HOC, we simulated multiple applications represented by a new data set, being uploaded into the system
every 100 seconds. Thereby we simulate a constant arrival rate.

First, we simulated the case of a set of Farm-HOC applications with low communication requirements (compared
to the available bandwidth). These results are captured in Fig. 4(a), which shows that the employed scheduling policy
practically does not affect the overall application execution. Second, we moved to the case of similar workloads, but
with high communication requirements compared to the network links. The results of this scenario show that whenever
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(a) Farm-HOC HOC Low Communication
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(b) Farm-HOC HOC High Communication
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(c) Pipeline-HOC High Communication
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(d) Wavefront-HOC High Communication

the sites with higher bandwidth are chosen, the resource utilization increases by 20% to 50%. At the same time, the
performance achieved for the end users (throughput) increases by a factor of 1.5 to 2.

In the figures, a fluctuating execution time can be observed when the number of applications being executed
is increased. In the Farm-HOC, this fluctuation is explained by the varying wait times at the workers during the
initial data splitting. A similar fluctuation is observable in the Wavefront-HOC case, where some stages must wait for
previous stages to finish when there is not sufficient workload pushed into the system to compensate the low utilization
intervals.

5.2 HOC Scheduling Experimental Results
The results shown so far were related to simulations running locally on only one machine. We now report on our
performance results for employing our proposed scheduling policy on a real Grid testbed. Besides the image processing
application [11], which was already mentioned as an example in Section 4.1, we ran synthetic applications also on
the Grid, to test the 3 different kinds of available HOCs. As our Grid testbed, we used the DAS-2 system employing
KOALA for performing the scheduling.

Tables 1 and 2 capture the performance for the three available types of HOCs. While the strategy employed by
the MDRunner (BWCF) can also be applied for scheduling, for the results reported in this paper, it was used to
remap, whenever possible, the stage pairs requiring higher communication onto the already reserved nodes with faster
communication links. To express this strategy, we used a very simple cost function in our experiments; namely, each
intra-cluster link was associated with a cost of 1 unit, while inter-cluster links were associated with a cost of 3 units.

Table 1: Low-Communication Util Metric
Scheduling HOC Type
Policy Farm-HOC Pipeline-HOC Wavefront-HOC
CF 64% 91% 97%
BWCF 65% 91% 97%
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Table 2: High-Communication Util Metric
Scheduling HOC Type
Policy Farm-HOC Pipeline-HOC Wavefront-HOC
CF 22% 83% 79%
BWCF 23% 84% 85%

The experiments were performed for two different scenarios, similarly to the simulation ones in the previous
section. The performance metric considered is the ratio of computation time to the total execution time averaged over
all HOCs (Util [10]). The higher the value of the Util metric, the better the scheduling strategy. The first set of results
reports the Util metric when low communication is required, while the second set reports the same Util metric for 104

higher communication requirements. As before, the low communication scenario shows no big difference between the
CF and BWCF assignments. However, in the higher communication scenario, the performance improvement due to
BWCF becomes noticeable for all HOCs in terms of 1% to 5% lower times spent in communications. We are planning
to conduct longer running tests in the future, but currently the DAS-2 does not allow any job to exceed a time limit of
15 minutes.

6 Related Work
In the context of application-to-resource dynamic binding, the optimal mapping problem has been approached in
different ways for various types of systems.

For example, Aldinucci et al. [1] focus on the ASSIST coordination language - a language that allows to describe
arbitrary graphs of modules which are connected by typed streams of data. A specialized compiler translates the
graph of modules into a network of processes on the Grid, under pre-specified rules. This approach is the closest to
the work proposed here, the application performance model being described in a high-level language and afterwards
mapped by a specialized compiler. The difference in our approach is that we don’t use a compiler which may have
stalled information about the system status. Moreover, KOALA can also handle changes and re-mappings when the
environment changes.

In [2], the Performance Evaluation Process Algebra (PEPA) for expressing performance models is decribed.
PEPA [2] is also used in [1] for the analysis of the static information about a structured parallel application, given
by its flow graph. In our work, we combine the information given by the static structure of a parellel program with
monitoring information gathered at runtime. We consider monitoring information as an important factor for schedul-
ing, since on the Grid, changes of the platform often happen dynamically.

Furmento et al. [20] analyze two main policies when considering application performance for Grids: Minimum Ex-
ecution Time and Minimum Cost. They also introduce three cost models (unit cost per unit time and processor). Based
on these assumptions, they derive various prediction results about the performance of a specific application (linear
equation solver). Their initial results demonstrated the importance of finding the effective utilization of Grid resources
by high performance applications, as well as the importance of information associated with various components in the
system. The experiments were conducted in a small computational setting composed of at most three systems that had
between 1 and 16 processors, while no Grids were considered.

In the larger context of bandwidth-aware co-scheduling, Jones et al. [18] introduce several bandwidth scheduling
policies. They conclude that it is challenging to devise an algorithm when no a priori knowledge about an application
communication is provided. Their simulation results show that co-scheduling a large part (85%) of an application on
a single cluster provides the best solution in most cases.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we address the problem of transparently scheduling structured parallel applications in Grid environments.
Our approach is to enhance Grid scheduling by using the fact that additional knowledge about the application built of
pre-implemented components is available at compile time. The particular contributions are as follows:

• We define the four key functionalities for a Grid scheduling infrastructure that targets structured applications.
We identify three architectural layers for handling the identified functionalities, namely: translation, resource
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management module, and application progress observation.

• We develop and implement the three-layer scheduling architecture for applications based on HOCs (Higher-
Order Components). The main feature of our approach is user-transparency: the user is freed from specifying
the application behavior and detailed resource requirements. Our user-transparent scheduling covers the whole
spectrum of applications for which a performance model can be extrapolated in an automated way.

• We introduce a novel scheduling algorithm (BWCF) that selects the optimal set of Grid sites for execution of a
structured parallel application, with respect to a given communication cost function.

• We use a real application example, our pipelined image computation [11], to illustrate how the three abstraction
layers are composed for scheduling HOC-based applications.

• The experimental results show the sufficiency of the proposed architectural design and a competitive perfor-
mance of scheduling on a real Grid testbed.

As future work, we intend to study other types of HOCs and to continue the improvement of scheduling for such
applications on Grids. We plan to extend our results to other types of structured parallel applications, with minimal
changes of the infrastructure if the performance model cannot be extracted automatically from the application. Also,
we will study more realistic workloads and the introduction of predictions about the environment changes.
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